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In the not to distant future, on the New Earth everything is alive.  You can feel the life force, the life energy 

coming out, not only, from the Earth but also from the plants, the trees the air that you breath, the water that you 

drink.  When you bathe you are surrounded by this life force energy.  The houses that you live in are living 

structures exuding this life energy.  Everything is taking in Light and Love.  Everything is taking in Divine 

Energy from Space. All material is conscious.  You can communicate with it.  You can ask it to change and it 

will.  It is self-repairing, self-regenerating.  Its’ one desire is to please you.  As you image something, it is your 

reality.  Thus, you create your own structures.  There is so much Love everywhere you go.  It is like you are 

living in a sea of Love.    

The atmosphere is different than what we are accustomed to.  This gives the sky a different shade of blue.  The 

clouds often have a pink tint to them, even in the middle of the day.  There are new colors that we have never 

seen everywhere.  The temperature around most of the globe is temperate.  Flowers bloom all year long.  There 

fragrance is  floating in the air.   

People do not go to work for 8 hours a day.  There is no need to.  As much of what they need, they can create or 

materialize themselves out of heartfelt desire with Love.  That does not mean that they do not work.  They do, 

but only doing those things that they most enjoy.  The artist paints.  The musician makes music.  The 

woodworker shapes and forms wood.  Those with a green thumb raise flowers and plants.  Those that love 

animals, tend to them.   

Each one has different interests and talents.  You have the joy of creating and what you do not want and need, 

you then have the joy of giving to others.  Each town tends to attract people with similar interests.  Thus, they 

become noted for their special products or services.  Those that desire will then go there to choose from the 

many wares on display.  There is no currency.  There is only the love of creating and the love of giving and the 

joy of receiving.   

 One of the most frequent sounds that you will hear is laughter.  It is joy bubbling forth, not only from within 

you and other, but you can hear the joy of being alive in everything.  Love and joy will be the predominant 

energies.  It will be beyond what you envision Heaven to be like.  All motivation for words and action will 

come out of Love.  There will be no darkness in the hearts and the minds of the people on this New Earth.  It is 

beyond duality.   

 Not everyone presently on this planet will inhabit this New Earth.  Only, those that have learned what the 3
rd
 

and 4
th
 dimensional earth had to teach.  You are going to go into an environment that is almost unimaginable at 

this stage of human evolvement.  Can you imagine waking up with a smile on your face hearing the music of 

the angels in your mind and falling asleep in the same way?  Can you imagine a physical body that doesn’t age 

like your present body because it is continuously being renewed by the abundant life force surrounding you?  It 

is as if the energy coming from the Tree of Life is with you.  Does this mean that you will live forever?  



Probably, not!  More than likely, you will choose not to.  When you have learned all that you can learn in this 

level of life, you will have the desire to lay this body down, or transmute this body to a higher Dimension.   

When you are in a higher Dimension, you can tune into the lower dimensions if you choose.  As you move 

higher and higher in your growth and evolution, there is ever more that is conceivable by you.  You are truly 

“gods” in training.  You are aspects of the Original Source.  Your growth will be exhilarated to such an extent 

that you will soon be moving beyond this next environment that has just been described.    

Most of you came into this 3
rd
 dimensional between 13,000 to 20,000 years ago.  It has taken us that amount of 

time to move through the 3
rd
 and 4

th
 dimension.  For those who choose, they will be able to go through the 5

th
 

dimension in hundred of years as you now measure time.  The next higher dimension you may go even faster 

than the 5
th
.  It is going to become ever more enjoyable for you.  

 Stress will be a thing of the past.   In the 3
rd
 dimension you learned because you found yourself in 

uncomfortable situations and had to figure out how to get out of it.  Where you are going now, learning will be 

pure joy.  You will learn because you enjoy learning, you desire to do it and know the fruits are going to be 

placing you in a better place than you are now.   So much Love, Peace and Joy!  

Yes, things will be speeded up because you choose them to be.  It will be your choice to stay in each level of 

growth as long as you choose.  Once you have learned what that level can teach then you choose a higher level.   

We realize that this is a stretch for many of you.  Please know, that this is what lies ahead for you, should you 

make the conscious and subconscious choice to leave these 3
rd
 and 4

th
 dimensions and move into the 5

th
 

dimension level of consciousness.   

You are a most beautiful Soul.  Your potential is beyond anything that you can imagine.  You have all the 

possible assistance available to you to help you in taking this giant, critical step.  You have angels, ascended 

masters, and higher dimensional beings from the Galactic Federation just waiting for you to ask.  You even 

have the elementals and divas helping to lift you up.  Everything from all of Creation is here to assist you.   

The only thing holding you back is your own ego, which is the lower part of you.  It resists and is threatened by 

change, especially that which lessens it’s power and control over you.  The basis for ego is fear.  Anything 

coming from or out of fear is coming from ego.  All that is of Love, promotes Oneness, creates Joy, empowers 

you and others, is positive and uplifting, comes from the Higher aspect of yourself.   

How do you make the shift out of ego and into the higher aspect of yourself?  By being aware of the thoughts 

that you are holding onto.  If it is fear based, critical or judgmental, immediately be aware of it and replace it 

with a loving, joyful, positive empowering thought. In so doing, you are claiming your personal sovereignty, 

you personal power, no longer giving it to your ego.  Your Higher self is now in control.  Letting go of the ego, 

frees and empowers you to be in accord with Divine will.   

This message is being given to you to help you and other Light workers to create a vision of what is to come.  

You are a creator.  As you and other Light workers create a common vision, you energize it into physical reality 

of yourself and the New Earth.  

This message is a reminder of New Life, Resurrection and Ascension to a new level of being available for all 

upon the planet. 

Easter Blessings, Carl and Ortrun    www.ourspiritualascension.com 
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